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Abstract
Carotid artery stenosis is one of the important risk factors for stroke. Carotid endarterectomy and carotid artery
stenting are the available treatment options for managing carotid artery stenosis patients. The technology shift
towards carotid artery stenting is promising due to its less invasive approach. Carotid artery stenting has become an
alternative for surgically high-risk patients and high carotid lesions (lesions located at or above the second cervical
vertebra). Here, we present two cases with carotid artery stenosis who were successfully treated with open-cell type
carotid stent with distal filter embolic protection device.
Key words: Carotid artery stenting, Computed tomography angiography, Digital subtraction angiography, Embolic
protection device, Infarction, Open cell carotid stent.

Introduction

C

arotid artery stenosis is a significant risk factor
for stroke. Generally, stenosis >50% or >60% is
clinically important due to the increased risk of stroke.
Moreover, the prevalence of severe asymptomatic carotid
artery stenosis (>70%) is as high as 3.1%.1
Treatments for this condition include medical therapy,
carotid endarterectomy (CEA), and more recently carotid
artery stenting (CAS). CAS is shown to be a more effective
treatment method for cases in which CEA carries a high
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risk. Several studies have shown that periprocedural
stroke is more common with CAS; however, myocardial
infarction (MI) is more frequently associated with CEA.2
The occurrence of intraoperative embolization is one of
the major risk factors of CAS. This obstacle has been
tackled in recent years with advancements in devices,
stent design, and better use of embolic protection devices
(EPDs).
Here, we report two cases with carotid artery stenosis
who were successfully treated with open-cell type carotid
stent with distal filter embolic protection device. Informed
consent was taken for the case report.

Case 1
A 60-year-old lady presented with weakness of the
right side of the body. She was recently diagnosed with
diabetes mellitus and was under medication. Computed
Tomography (CT) scan of the head showed hypodensity
in bilateral cerebral white matter. Carotid doppler depicted
right near complete and left 72% stenosis in the internal
carotid artery (ICA) on North American Symptomatic
Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) criteria. CT
angiography of carotid vessels with the circle of Willis
revealed complete occlusion of the right internal carotid
artery and short segment occlusive thrombosis of the left
ICA. We carefully explained to the patient and her family
about treatment plans, surgical or endovascular treatment.
Considering the non-invasiveness of the procedure, the
patient hoped to receive CAS. Therefore, we planned to
perform CAS. The patient was administered aspirin 150
mg/day and clopidogrel 150 mg/day, one week before
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the procedure. Under local anesthesia, the right femoral
artery was accessed using an 8 F femoral sheath. 5000
IU heparin was administered intravenously to prolong
activated clotting time (ACT) to at least 250s. The left
common carotid artery (CCA) was accessed with a
0.035-inch guidewire followed by a 5 F vertebral catheter
supported by an 8 F guiding catheter (Super Arrow-Flex;
Teleflex, NC)) coaxially. Digital subtraction angiography
(DSA) confirmed occlusion of the left ICA (Figure 1).
The FilterWire EZ (BSC, Natick, MA) was placed
across the stenotic lesion and deployed in the distal
ICA (Figure 2a). Angiography was done to confirm the
antegrade blood flow after deployment of Filter Wire EZ.
Pre-stenting dilatation was done using a percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty balloon 3.5 mm x 20 mm for
30 seconds. Following this self-expanding open-cell
type carotid stent (Precise stent; 5 mm x 30 mm; Cordis,
Hialeah, Fla) was deployed on the stenotic region (Figure
2b).
Stenting was followed by post-stenting dilatation
using a 4 mm x 20 mm percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty balloon for about 30 seconds at the narrowest
area.
After the procedure, mean arterial pressure (MAP)
was closely monitored and maintained to 80-90 mm
of Hg. There was no new neurological deficit after the
procedure and post-procedure CT scan showed no new
cerebral ischemic lesions. The patient was placed on
dual antiplatelet therapy (aspirin 100 mg and clopidogrel
75 mg) for one-month following which clopidogrel was
stopped and aspirin was continued for life. The patient was

followed up after one month and six months. Although
her initial right-sided weakness slightly remained, she did
not experience any new focal neurological deficit during
the follow-up. The patient is planned to be followed up
annually.

Figure 1: Left common carotid angiography showing left
internal carotid artery stenosis (arrow).

Figure 2a: Partially deployed carotid artery stent (arrow) and distally placed embolic protection device (FilterWire EZ)
(arrowhead).
2b: Completely deployed carotid artery stent.
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Case 2
A 60-year-old male presented with a visual deficit.
CT showed infarction in the right occipito-parietal
region. CT angiography revealed 65% occlusion of right
proximal ICA. There were no stenotic regions in posterior
circulation. The patient underwent carotid artery stenting
with all preventive techniques as described above.
Postoperative angiography showed no embolism. The
patient’s postoperative course was uneventful. CT head
revealed no changes as compared to the pre-operative
scan. The patient was followed up and kept on antiplatelet
medications as described in the above case. The patient
did not have any new neurological deficit at the 6-month
follow-up and is planned to be followed up annually.

Discussion
Carotid artery stenosis is accountable for about 20%
of strokes and typically occurs at the bifurcation of the
internal and external carotid arteries.3,4 CAS is emerging
as an alternative to CEA to treat carotid stenosis patients.
Several trials have demonstrated the benefit of CAS
especially in those patients who have a high risk for
surgical management. Moreover, its use in surgically
inaccessible lesions such as high lesions at or above the
upper margin of the second cervical vertebra has shown
the promising potential of CAS.5
Numerous randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have
attempted to assess which treatment is better. The CREST
trial compared CEA to CAS in a cohort of both symptomatic
and asymptomatic patients.6 The trial demonstrated that
the periprocedural stroke/death/MI rate did not differ
significantly between the two groups. Although individual
rates of periprocedural strokes occurred with CAS,
however, there were fewer periprocedural MIs. While
cranial nerve injury was more common with CEA. Longterm results showed no significant difference was seen
between the two treatment groups concerning restenosis or
need for revascularization. The SAPPHIRE trial compared
CAS to CEA in “high risk” patients (defined as clinically
relevant cardiac disease, extreme pulmonary disease,
contralateral carotid occlusion or laryngeal nerve palsy,
prior radical neck surgery or cervical radiotherapy (c-XRT),
persistent stenosis after CEA, and age >80).7,8 Most of
the patients included in this study were asymptomatic
stenosis. This trial also reported the non‐inferiority of
CAS with respect to periprocedural death/stroke/MI or
postprocedural death/ipsilateral stroke. Similarly, the
Asymptomatic Carotid Trial (ACT‐1) compared CEA and
CAS in asymptomatic patients. The trial reported CAS as
non‐inferior to CEA concerning combined periprocedural
death/stroke/MI or ipsilateral stroke within 1 year (3.8%
vs 3.4%, respectively). However, several clinical trials
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that compared CAS to CEA in symptomatic carotid artery
stenosis (ICSS, EVA‐3S study, and SPACE study) failed
to demonstrate the non-inferiority of CAS over CEA.9–11
The CAS related complications have been significantly
reduced with time due to the increasing skill of surgeons,
use of embolic protection devices (EPDs), emerging
endovascular techniques, and proper patient selection.
Thus, results from earlier RCTs which showed the
ineffectiveness of CAS can be less applicable.
Embolic complications of CAS have triggered the
development of EPDs. Various EPDs have been created
using filters and guidewire‐attached balloons. The
commonly used ones are distal filter embolic protection
devices and proximal embolic protection devices.12 A
multicentre prospective registry of 1483 patients revealed
that patients managed with EPDs had lower rates of
ipsilateral stroke (1.7% vs 4.1%; P = 0.007) and non‐fatal
strokes/deaths (2.1% vs 4.9%; P = 0.004).13 In our case,
we used filter embolic protection devices for cerebral
protection during the procedure to avoid any inadvertent
complication. Filter embolic protection devices have
been shown to minimize the rate of occurrence of
ischemic lesions and lower the symptomatic ischemic
complications.14
Stents for CAS can be classified as open/closed cell,
bare metal, or covered and tapered and non‐tapered.
The selection of a stent depends on the indication and
characteristics of the carotid plaque (soft or hard plaque).
We reported the use of open-cell stents in the abovepresented cases. Open-cell stents can adapt well to the
shape of the vessel and are easier to deploy. However, it
physically covers less of the target plaque, which poses
the risk of distal embolization as atherosclerotic plaque
can prolapse through the stent struts. Therefore, closedcell stents are preferably used in patients with softer
plaque. As it has the advantage of preventing plaque
protrusion from the stent struts. However, the closedcell stent is relatively harder to deploy and may kink the
vessel if placed inappropriately. Bare metal stents are
metal scaffolds that are directed to prevent smooth muscle
cell proliferation (and thus restenosis). Tapered stents are
characterized by a narrow diameter distally and larger
diameter proximally. This design mimics the progressive
narrowing of the ICA. Studies have shown that patients
treated with tapered stent have a lesser chance of restenosis
in the follow-up. Most of the current attention is focused
on a novel carotid stent design- a double-layer mesh stent
which structure is characterized by a micromesh layer for
plaque coverage mounted over a self-expanding nitinol
layer for scaffolding, offering the flexibility comparable to
the open cell design stent.
Stent thrombosis is a dreaded complication that
can be encountered following CAS. Several guidelines
recommend administration of DAPT pre-and post-
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procedure along with antihypertensives, beta‐blockers,
and lipid‐lowering agents. However, no large RCTs
evaluating antiplatelet therapy in CAS have been done.
Statins have been proven to decrease periprocedural stroke,
death, and MI risk. Hyperperfusion syndrome (HPS) is
another rare but potentially devastating complication
after carotid revascularization.15 Carotid artery stenosis
patients in power stage II have a high risk for posttreatment hyperperfusion syndrome (HPS). Yoshimura et
al demonstrated staged angioplasty before carotid artery
stenting reduced the HPS in patients in powers stage II
evaluated by using SPECT (Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography).16
Patient selection is especially important in CAS to
reach a favorable outcome. Difficult arch anatomy and
advanced atherosclerotic changes of the lesion or alongside
the access route might excessively increase the risk of
CAS.17 Unstable components of plaque such as lipid-rich
necrotic core and plaque with intraplaque hemorrhage are
one of the major risk factors of stroke following CAS.
MRI can offer excellent imaging of carotid plaque to help
detection of these vulnerable plaques. The combination of
‘T1-high and time of flight (TOF)-low intensity’ suggests
lipid-rich plaque and ‘T1-high and TOF-high intensity’
suggests intraplaque hemorrhage. The circumferential
calcification in the plaque and the wall of the carotid artery
is also a lesion resisting dilatation with balloons and stents
which is detected in plain axial CT.
With the progressive development in the field of
neuroendovascular therapy in Nepal, CAS can offer an
alternative treatment option in a patient with carotid artery
stenosis.18

Conclusion
In recent years, CAS has become an alternative
treatment for carotid artery stenosis. It has improved
tremendously with newer equipment, stent design, and
EPD. Improved outcomes can be further achieved with
proper patient selection, procedural strategy, and increased
experience. In the future, larger RCTs should be conducted
to establish consistent practice guidelines for CAS.
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